The problem of topology change transitions in quantum gravity i s i n v estigated from the Wheeler-de Witt wave function point of view. It is argued that for all theories allowing wormhole eects the wave function of the universe is exponentially large. If the wormhole action is positive, one can try to overcome this diculty b y redenition of the inner product, while for the case of negative w ormhole action the more serious problems arise.
1. It is known that in quantum mechanics of a particle moving in the external potential the semiclassical ground state wave function is exponentially small (see, for example, [1] ) everywhere, apart from the small region in the vicinity of the minimum of the potential. The same conclusion about exponential smallness is valid for other quantities such as the probability of the false vacuum decay for the potential with relative minimum (g.1a) or the instanton shift of levels for the case of double-welllike potential. In ordinary quantum eld theory models such quantities are also exponentially small [2] .
I w ould like to present some examples from the wormhole physics that show u s that these quantitites formally calculated by the semiclassical technique may occur to be exponentially large in quantum gravity as the parameter of the semiclassical expansion tends to zero.
2. Let us start from consideration of the ground state wave function of the universe which [3] is the functional of the 3-geometry g ij (x) and of the matter eld (x). Analogously to ref. [4] , the wave function can be expressed through the functional integral over 4-metrics g (x; ) and matter elds (x; ) that start as ! 1 from the classical ground state being the at space and obey the following boundary condition as = f : the values g ij (x; f ) and (x; f ) should coincide with the argument o f the wave function under investigation. Note that in the prescription of [4] the initial 3-geometry was considered to be a point, not a at space.
The functional integral can be taken by the saddle-point technique
at small values of the gravitational coupling constant . T o prove that eq. (1) is really a ground state wave function, one can show that this expression obeys the Wheelerde Witt equation [3] and coincides in the weak-eld approximation with the ground state of the linearized gravity.
If the argument of the wave function is a disconnected 3-geometry, the typical saddle point being a solution to the euclidean Einstein equations is presented in g.2a. We see that there is evolution from the initial at 3-geometry (the surface I) at = i = 1 through the singular 3-geometry (dashed line) to the nal disconnected 3-geometry consisting of the large universe (surface III) and the baby universe (surface II).
3. Consider the simplest case when there are no matter elds, while the interpolating four-geometry is at. As the gravitational action [3, 5] 
(where = detg ij , R is a 4-curvature, K is an external curvature) of this solution is equal to 6 2 r 2 (the only contribution comes from the surface term), the value of the ground state wave function on the disconnected 3-geometry consisting of the at space and 3-sphere of the radius r is equal to
Of course, this quantity is exponentially small. However, we can notice that if we increase f , the baby universe will contract, so that the value of the wave function (3) will rapidly increase. This is in contrast with quantum mechanical case, where we obtain a suppression of the wave fucntion after increasing f . H o w ever, in the case of tunneling through the at space in quantum gravity one cannot increase f more and more, because the baby universe will contract into a point. This prevents exponential growth of the wave function. But by adding matter one can allow the wormhole solution of the type shown in g.2b. In this case one can increase f arbitrarily and can therefore expect the value of the wave function to be exponentially large. (1) is brought to the saddle-point form.
Note that we can replace the axionic eld by the massless scalar eld; in this case we should consider not coordinate but momentum representation for the wave function (cf. [7, 8] ): all the results concerning axionic models will be valid then.
The For given value of the radius of the baby universe r, there are two saddle points shown in gs.2a,2b. One of them (g.2a) comes to the given value of r at once and corresponds to the negative v alue of f , another (g.2b) "reects" from the turning point a = ( q 2 = (24 4 )) 1=4 and then reaches the value r (the quantity f is positive).
Note that at boundary I one has = 1; = 1, at boundary II : = f = f , at III : = f ; = 1. The action of the euclidean solution consists of two parts:
the integral along the trajectory and the Gibbons-Hawking surface term entering to eq. (2):
Note that the surface term vanishes at boundaries I and III. If one replaced these boundaries by the boundary IV (dashed line in g.2b) then one would be faced with the innite contribution of the surface term and one would be in need of removing it "by hand" (one of the prescriptions is suggested in ref. [9] ). However, it follows from the quantum gravity that one should consider not the boundary IV but the boundaries I and III. Therefore, there are no inniteness in the surface term.
Consider the integral (4) at larges r. W e see that the contributions of the saddle points which are calculated from eq. (1) 
If we m ultiply eq.(6) by r, w e will obtain the Schr odinger equation for the particle moving in the potential shown in g.1b. The problem is how to impose boundary conditions on the minisuperspace wave function. Notice that in ordinary quantum mechanics (g.1a) the radiation boundary condition (that there are only waves moving out of the classical vacuunm) is usually imposed. The direct analog of this condition for gravity is the following: there are no waves moving from the singularity r = 0 (see g.1b). If such condition is imposed, one will obtain by the semiclassical technique [10, 1] the wave function being the sum of quantities (5), so that the value of will be exponentially large. Note that the factor i may play an important role in the interpretation of the wormhole as a bounce or as an instanton [11] . Of course, if one considers another boundary conditions (for example, the conditions of [12] that there are no singularities as r ! 0) one will obtain no exponential growth of the wave function. It has been proved in [13] that even in general case under certain boundary conditions the wave function cannot be exponentially large. However, it is the second quantity of eq. (5) that leads to the non-trivial wormhole physics. For example, the diagram shown in g.4 and being the foundation of the wormhole calculations [14, 15] If we abandon the diagram I because of the boundary conditions (or, equivalently, because of the choice of the integration contour), we should also abandon the contribution of the wormhole shown in g.4. Therefore, let us adopt the boundary conditions like shown in g.1b.
Note also that exponentially large values of always arise if the operator H entering to the Wheeler-de Witt equation H = 0 has a discrete spectrum and 0 is not an eigenvalue of H.
Since the wave function (5) does not belong to L 2 (and even to S 0 ), the problem of introducing the inner product and probability i n terpretation of the wave function arises, since the naive i n terpretating j (r)j 2 as the probability fails.
One of the possible ways to overcome the diculty is the following (cf. [4] ). Let us dene the leading order as ! 0 o f ( ; ) as the sum of contributions of saddle points of the integral Z Dg ij Dj (g ij ; ) j 2 : (7) If we consider the quantity ( 2 ; 2 ) R dr exp(12 2 r 2 =), there will be no saddle points at larges r, so there will be no exponentially large contributions to ( 1 + 2 ; 1 + 2 ), since ( 1 ; 2 ) and ( 1 ; 1 ) are exponentially small. Therefore, nontrivial topologies give rise to the small contribution to eq. (7) if S W H >0. Note also that the latter condition also implies that other wormhole eects such as shifts of constants of nature [14, 15] are small. 6 . Is the wormhole action positive for all models? It happens [16] that no. Namely, consider the Lavrelashvili-Rubakov-Tinyakov model [17] It is proved in [16] that by v arying the potential one can make the function a to be equal to the function shown in g.3b; the contribution of the region I (where q 2 =(2 2 a 3 ) < 4 2 a) can be made arbitrarily negative, the contribution of the region II is nite. Therefore, for the model of [17] S W H <0. This means that there are more serious diculties in this model, since all wormhole eects formally calculated by the semiclassical technique will occur to be exponentially large (of order 10 10 38 if 1Gev).
7. Thus, it has been shown that exponentially large values of arise for all models allowing wormhole eects. For some models, when the wormhole action is positive, one can try to overcome some of the diculties by redenition of the inner product. If the wormhole action is negative, the more serious problems arise, and one should avoid such models, or suppress topology change by i n troducing additional topology coupling [6] (multiplying n-wormhole amplitudes by e n for large positive ), or abandon the dilute-wormhole-gas approximation being the foundation of the concept of coupling constants shifts [14, 15] for the case of negative w ormhole action. The author is indebted to G.V.Lavrelashvili, D.Marolf, Kh.S.Nirov, V.A.Rubakov and P.G.Tinyakov for helpful discussions. This work was supported in part by ISF, grant # MKT300.
Figure captions. Fig.1. The potential (solid line) entering to eq.(6) (g. 1b) and the form of the wave function (dashed line) in comparison with the quantum mechanical case (g.1a). 
